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Signature Hardwood
Cups And Balls With

Chop Cup
Paul Lembo has created especially for us and
our customers this extremely beautiful set of
COMBO Cups ‘N Balls—one is a matching
chop cup!

Each set consists of three handcrafted cups that
can be used for the Cup ‘N Ball routines, and
one of the cups has a magnetic gimmick
so it can be used individually as a chop
cup.  Each is handcrafted from laminated dark
walnut for the body and hard rock maple for
the rings.  Each piece is hand turned individually
to make a matching set.  The finish of these
cups consists of five coats of clear acrylic
enamel.  Each coat is applied and let to dry for
one and a half days, then it is hand sanded,
both outside and inside of each cup.  This
procedure is repeated four more times!

This gives a durable high gloss lustre to the
cups.  It is important to note that these cups
are manufactured from the highest quality kiln-
dried walnut and maple. Being a natural
product, there are blemishes inherent in natural
wood, as no two pieces will ever be identical.
They can be cleaned with a damp cloth, and a
light coat of furniture polish will keep them
bright and shiny.  Each cup is 3 inches tall and
3 inches in diameter.

These cups are a
pleasure to own and a pleasure to use!  The feel of the
cups is great!  There will only be 30 sets available.
You will not be disappointed... so order yours now so you
don’t miss out.

Comes complete with carrying bag, cups and balls (regular
balls as well a chop ball).  These cups are exclusive
to Stevens Magic!

$295

Paul Lembo Presents...
SMESMESMESMESME

ExExExExExclusive!clusive!clusive!clusive!clusive!
SMESMESMESMESME

ExExExExExclusive!clusive!clusive!clusive!clusive!
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Paul Lembo Presents...
Shigeo Takagi’s

One Cup Routine
Illustrated by Ton Onosaka
The Ultimate Cup & Ball Routine!

It has taken years for us to bring back the
original version of Shigeo Takagi’s One
Cup  Routine!

Finally, with permission from Ms.
Takagi in Japan and the wonderful
help from Ton Onosaka, we have
replicated this as perfectly as we could.
(Shigeo is not with us anymore, but
hopefully, by releasing this original version
created by him, this will show just how clever
he was in coming out with one solid cup,
and performing a routine with cup and one
ball, years and years ago!)  This routine blew
magicians away years ago when he first
introduced it.  Who ever thought you could
entertain an audience with just one cup and
one ball?  (He did!)

An easy five minute, or less, routine and
showing how the ball appears and vanishes
and penetrates through the cup!  And at
the end of your routine, you pause and say;
“What I can’t understand is how the ball
fits into the cup...as there just isn’t any
room for it”!  You then split open the cup
again, using both hands to reveal a second
larger ball!  And turning the cup over to

reveal that it is just a solid cup!  Viola.  (Your spectators will wonder… “Where in
the heck did those balls come from?”)

You will enjoy showing off your talents to your spectators when you learn and
master the magical moves of the One Cup & Ball Routine.  The cup has been
professionally hand crafted for us by Paul Lembo, an artist at making fine magic
apparatus!  These cups are made out of cured walnut and maple and are 3 inches
tall and 3 inches in diameter.  Comes complete with illustrations showing Shigeo’s
handling and routines—illustrated by Ton Onosaka. ONLY 30 SETS MADE
Exclusively for Stevens Magic.  No expense considered in making this high
quality set!  Comes complete with cup, balls, instructions and in a nice carrying
bag.

$125

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Illusion Arts Magic Presents...

Okito Mini
Tip-Over Chest

Theodore Bamberg, (Okito), was the first
to create the illusion of a Tip-Over Chest.
Variations of this illusion have morphed
into many different variations.  But the
method was introduced by him.  It is used
today in stage illusions... aka The
Costume Trunk.  And this version is used
in parlor presentations, and the audience
impact is just as strong in small stage
settings.

Immense productions can be
accomplished, depending on the size of
the chest—silks, silk banners, latex goods,
any small item, etc.  After each
production, the chest can be shown
empty each time.  Side doors and front
doors are opened to show the chest
completely empty!  Where do all of the
items come from?  A clever principle for
sure!

This is a mini version of the classic tip-
over effect, in the Okito-style, from the
creators at Illusion Arts Magic.

This utility apparatus can be used for
vanishes, transpositions and
appearances.

The cabinet is 10 inches wide, 9 inches
tall and 9 inches deep.  It features three
art transfers and brass accents.  This very
attractive effect is available in limited
quantities.

$375

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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PROline Magic Exclusive

In Mid Air
An adaptation of  an illusion concept by Tim Goswick

The new standard for portable, affordable suspension.  Brought to life, in exceptional
quality by PROline Magic.

The illusion will support a person weighing up to 300 pounds without any
“dipping”!  It has an innovative see-through screen design.  The board is
separate from the gimmick.  The board hinges in half for packing.  This illusion
sets up in less than five minutes with only four screws!  Ships in a box 30 x 30
x 10 inches. The largest component is the base at a tiny 28 x 15 x 3 inches.
Please allow 4 weeks to build.  Please call us with any questions!

PROhoop is sold separately
($395), shown above for
illustration purposes only! BUT if
you purchase In Mid Air, you can
get the PROhoop for $295... SAVE
$100!

IMPORTANT:  There are additional
shipping costs associated with this item!

$1,295 + s&h

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Celestial
Clairvoyancy

Imagine this... A red card deck and
a blue card deck are shown.  The
performer asks a volunteer to think of
any black card and any red card.  The
performer then makes his predictions
by affixing two blue-backed cards to a
star with the backs facing the audience.
Now, the volunteer names the two
cards that were thought of, and they
are removed from a red-backed deck
and affixed to the star with the faces
facing the audience.  The star is spun
and turned to reveal that the blue-
backed cards match the volunteer’s
selections.

Based on Maury Kains’ Ultissimo,
crafted by Merv Taylor and later by

Owen Magic Supreme, Celestial Clairvoyancy uses the idea of a spinning star
instead of a lucite stand.  First published in 1971 in a Juan Tamariz book, the
actual creator was not credited for this improvement.  This ideas was used with six
cards in Time Ahead by Marcelo Contento in the 90’s.  Celestial Clairvoyancy
uses four cards affixed to a spinning star for a 2-card prediction.  This effect uses
no blank cards and there is no writing on the cards.

The unit consists of a spinning head with two overlapping stars made of walnut
and maple that form an 8-point starburst with clips for four cards.  The wooden
base is 6 x 8 inches.  When fully assembled, the unit stands 16 inches tall.  Everything
packs flat and sets up in seconds.  No sleights needed.  Very easy to perform.

Comes complete with:
• Handcrafted Star With Brass Upright & Wooden
     Base.
• Special Gimmicks (to make the magic happen!)
• Customer White Cardboard Storage Case
• Fully-Written Printed Instructions & Online
     Instructions.
• Each is stamped with maker’s mark on the bottom.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE LIMITED
TO THE FIRST 12 UNITS!

$197.50

Gimpy’s Got A Winner!!

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Gimpy’s Brought It Back!

Available Again & It’s Even Better!!
Improved 4 Block 4 Tell

A richly made, simple cabinet contains FOUR blocks with numbers on each side of
each block (all four sides).  The spectators are asked to pick a block and then a
number on the block and insert it into the cabinet.  This is repeated with the other
three blocks and the lid is placed on top.  There are 256 possible ways to arrange
the blocks!  The front of the cabinet has a blackboard surface.  The Performer then
takes a piece of chalk and, upon concentrating, writes the number that corresponds
with each block inside the cabinet!  IMPOSSIBLE! Not really, as the gaff is so clever
that it eliminates all possible mistakes and is easy to perform and always ready with
no set up time needed. Can be repeated instantly.  No electronics.  Nothing to
memorize.  Nothing to add up.

Blocks and cabinet can be examined.  Cabinet is 11
inches long and 5 inches high.  Blocks are 2.5 inches
square.  This is a winner and will fool the “wise ones”.
Don’t miss it as you will not be disappointed and in the
Gimpy style and quality!  The improved model is even
easier to perform than before.  Each piece is stamped
with maker’s mark on the bottom.

$250

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Brand New—Louie Gaynor
Lloyd Chambers—Thayer’s

Obedient Ball
First a piece of history... Lloyd Chambers
was a teacher, farmer and magician back in
the 40s and 50s, and served in the Navy in
WWII.  He ended up on the west coast and
for a short time he worked with Floyd Thayer
at Floyd’s shop in Los Angeles.  He also
created quite a few magical effects and wrote
a book on magic for that era.

He created the original, Obedient Ball,
while working at Floyd’s shop.  A round,
solid walnut ball that is approximately 3
inches in diameter with a 7/8-inch round
hole in the middle of the ball.  There were,
at that time, several other versions in the
magic world that could accomplish the same
effect.  But NONE of them allowed a hollow
hole to run through the ball from top to
bottom—where you could plainly see that

there was absolutely nothing inside the hollow ball.

The performer then took one of the two handles and threaded it through the ball
and let the ball fall up down and then up the cord as easily as you can see.  The
performer holding the two handles, then asks questions of the ball.  “One stop
for yes and two stops for no.”  The Obedient Ball then stops on command
in the middle of the cord with the above appropriate answer!  Impossible!  This
continues for as long as the performer likes and in the end, the cord and handles
are taken out of the ball and, once again, the ball is held up for all to see and is
again shown that there is nothing inside the middle hole!

The Obedient Ball is made out of black walnut
and turned out of one piece of wood.  The cord is
approximately 3 feet long.  Each ball has its own
beauty and is different.  Each ball has 10 coats of
high quality lacquer.  Each handle is turned out of
walnut.  Ball can be inspected.  SELF-WORKING!
Created by our own master craftsman, Louie
Gaynor.  Only 12 of these have been made for
the first run.  Own a piece of history and own a
fabulous magic effect!

“Lloyd Chambers was one of the most
important magic mentors of my magic life!”
   --Joe Stevens

$150

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Brand New—Louie Gaynor
William Tell
Card Frame

A wonderful mystery from the
past! Will even fool magicians
today!  Ingenious!

A beautiful, walnut tray (built for us
by our master craftsman—Louie
Gaynor) to accommodate three
playing cards as shown. Any three
cards can be used and they are just
normal cards out of any deck!

The cards are placed face down,
(these are not marked cards).  The
performer can leave the room or
turn their back as one of the cards
on the tray is picked up and looked
at and returned to the tray.
IMMEDIATELY, the performer picks
out the selected card!  Cards may be
borrowed!  The effect is baffling
and beyond conception.

No confederates! No marked
cards! No electronics!  This is a
clean effect! Use your own
cards.

You will marvel at its secrets.  Perfect
impromptu, close-up effect.

“I have never seen this principle
used in my 50 years in magic!”
    --Joe Stevens

$47.50

Can also use blank cards
with writing on them and give

a sample reading.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Louis  Gaynor Exclusives
AVAILABLE AGAIN!!

Baker-Dunninger Slate
Deluxe Version

This 10.5 x 7.5 inch slate board duplicates the
original Baker-Dunninger style chalk board slate
but with the modern convenience of a dry erase
surface. This allows for a simple wipe down
with a dry cloth and you are ready for the next
performance. Imagine no more chalk dust or
white smudges on your costume or props. The
black on white printing makes it much easier
to read even from a distance, allowing for a
larger audience. Weighs approximately 12
ounces—so it’s solid! This 7/8-inch wide by
3/8-inch thick solid oak frame has tenon and
grove joints at each rounded corner, which gives

maximum strength and durability, and adds an old
school-styling and charm to the trick. The wood is
then coated at least five times with a durable semi-
gloss lacquer.

Keeping with tradition, this slate has a space for four
sets of numbers and a space for the sum total of these
numbers. Five spaces in all. Just like the original, which
has been tried and tested for many generations and
dazzles the audience with your prediction prowess.
The back of the slate is also a dry erase surface—it
gives the magician a blank billboard on which to
display any symbol, logo or anything else they wish
to apply to it. Free advertising space, what a bargain.

Comes with dry erase marker, complete instructions on execution.

Stevens Magic’s own master craftsman, Louie Gaynor, has meticulously hand
crafted each board with special care given to each piece to assure a flawless
performance every time. Once you know the secret, all you need is an audience.
Then you, too, can astound the masses with your uncanny prediction abilities.

Sample Routine...Mentalist points to a large envelope that is sealed and has been
in the same position. He produces a dry erase slate and hands it to the first of three
spectators with a marker. He askes them to write in a random 4-digit number. Then
the magician hands it to two more participants who also write a random 4-digit number.
Finally the slate is handed to a fourth spectator, who adds the numbers and reveals the
sum (for example, 20,093). The mentalist then asks another member of the audience
to go up and grab the sealed envelope, open it and show it to the audience. Sure
enough upon doing so—the previously predicted number is a match—20,093!

$85

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Professional Ring Routines

Whit “Pop” Haydn’s
4-Ring Routine

Each set comes with custom case and
DVD of Whit “Pop” Haydn’s 4-Ring
Routine.

$395

Chris Capehart’s
3-Ring Routine

Each set comes with custom case and
DVD of Chris Capehart’s 3-Ring
Routine.  BONUS: A FREE Ken Brooke
Series Volume 6—Al Koran’s Three
Rings Routine ($15 Value)

$295

A new generation of linking rings is here!  Built by Scott
Jenkins under Joe Porper’s supervision and to his exacting
standards.  These were debuted at the Magic Castle Swap Meet
and were an instant hit!

Both sets of these rings are 12 inches in diameter and are hand-
turned from aircraft aluminum, invisibly welded and polished to
a mirror finish.  They are light, tough and ring like a bell—they
will command attention!  Each set features a one-inch gap that
is perfect for maximum deception.

Watch the video performance online to see how much value
one can get out of a linking ring routine.  Whit and Chris’s
routines are refreshing and entertaining.  Modern and
quicker magic with an “age old classic”.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Nick Lewin Presents...
Lemon

Aid
Nick Lewin, winner of the 2016
Robert-Houdin award, is a consummate
professional that has befriended or worked
with some the best names in the art.  He’s a
seasoned pro that is on the front lines
weekly, and understands all too well that
entertainment is much more then execution
of effects!  That’s why his products are
revered by so many!

Lemon Aid is three tricks in one, with
hilarious surprises and some unique magical
effects that will rock your audience. When a
treasury bill is burned and the audience sees
a lemon, they are way ahead of the magician
and know what is going to happen. Not in
Lemon Aid; the wild ride is just beginning
and the magician turns the audience’s
expectations on their head.

This beautifully crafted prop will permit you to reinvent your routine and come up
with a routine that is ideal for using in repeat bookings. Looking for a fully scripted
applause filled routine?  Then use my routine
exactly as supplied. Want to improve the
version you already use?  Then you will
quickly discover why it is called Lemon Aid.

Lemon Aid comes complete with a 60
minute DVD that shows you everything you
need to add this effect into your act
immediately. Nothing has been omitted in
this routine and every twist, turn, joke and
gag from Nick’s own show is included on
the performance video. Thirty years of
experience have ironed out all the wrinkles
in this routine, leaving you to add a
contemporary classic to your show.

An act by itself!!
$325
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Omar Ferret Exclusive
Coin Tube

From internationally respected
magician Omar Ferret, we are pleased
to present his sleek and stealthy Coin
Tube.

Magician displays three individual
pieces of an apparatus. The contents
of which are two identical aluminum
open tubes and one aluminum circular
round disc. The tubes are stacked on
top of each other, and then the
circular disc is strategically placed in
the middle, between the two tubes.
Next an Eisenhower silver dollar is
introduced and tossed inside the tube,

but obviously when the magician picks up the stack of two tubes, there is nothing
inside. Naturally this is because the circular disc prevented the silver dollar from
penetrating through it.

What the magician does next is a true display of magic. He
lifts up the entire apparatus which again shows the two coin
tubes, (one on top of the other), separated in the middle by
the circular disc. He tosses the silver dollar inside the tube
and incredibly the coin melts through the disc and is seen
falling out of bottom coin tube! Naturally, the spectators are
suspicious! So the magician removes the top coin tube
exposing that the circular disc is still solid! The magician
then removes the disc showing it on both sides—front and
back—solid as can be. Finally the magician also then shows
the tubes! With very basic coin skills you can even hand out
the apparatus for examination post performance!

Exceptionally visual magic happens right in front of the
spectator’s eyes! A true feat of “matter-through-matter” if
there ever was one.

The mechanism is brilliantly engineered, deviously deceptive
and best of all, easy to activate. Comes with gimmicked and non-gimmicked circular
disc. Featuring incredible value for the price, especially when you factor in the
precision manufacturing and quality.

$85

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Omar Ferret Exclusive
Ferret

Flash Table
Forget about the Appearing Cane—
Welcome to the Appearing Table!  Over
40 years in the business, we at Stevens Magic
have seen a lot of magic tables, but Omar
Ferret’s latest is truly something we have never
seen before. The Ferret Flash Table is an
appearing table that truly could be the most
compact ever designed. Constructed of an
extremely solid base, the table is approx 31
inches tall when assembled.  This is really
something different, and also constructed of
top quality!

If you are looking for the easiest and most
compact production table—you can’t find a
more compact appearing table than this
model. This table can be taken by corners with

both hands and can be moved from one place to another—from all indications it
gives a sense of real table.  If you want to add more items to the table— it’s easy to
do so!  After the production of the table, place a jumbo card  or magazines on the
table and then you can put on other light elements, cards,
balls, cups, plastic bottles, glasses, silk, canes, etc.  That stated,
because of its incredible compact design, there is a trade off:
regards to the fact that you must place either a jumbo card
or a magazine on top of the table if you want to add more
light-weight items to it. This is the perfect start to any
presentation. In Omar’s act, he produces two tables at the
start and it makes an immediate impression.

This custom and unique prop can be incorporated into general
magic, but is also very good for comedy magic. Example:
The magician has nowhere to put his hat, looks around he
sees nothing, shakes the hat and magically the Ferret Flash
Table appears on stage—problem solved!

This product fills a unique void for a professional presentation device that goes a
long way on style, class and comedy. When it’s compressed, it’s only 13 inches tall
(33 cm)! When it’s extended, it’s 31 inches tall (79 cm). One thing is for sure, this
is a completely unique table that will truly impress not only the audience, but you
as well.

$175

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Viking Magic—Bright Lights!
Flash Wand

Electronic
Flash Wand Electronic is rechargeable.
Super-bright flash. The price is economical, but
the quality is tops. Beautiful, lightweight, black
wand with white tips. Anytime you need a burst
of light to punch up a vanish or production,
just tap with your wand and a bright flash will
highlight the moment the “magic” takes place!

A small, almost invisible button allows you to
control this extremely bright flash.
Rechargeable so no batteries to mess with.
Comes with its own power cord for charging.
Wand measures 13 inches long.

$37.50

Super Light
“Professional Model”

This is one of the brightest
models available. You can pulse
the light to produce a bright flash
or hold it on for the normal
D’Lite routine. This unit
produces an amazing amount of
BRIGHT light due to the bright
LED’s used.

Comes complete with two
units, thumb tips (adult size)
and detailed instructions.

This is an upgraded D’Lite-type set, rechargeable using a power cable included.
Available in both WHITE or RED.  Please specify when ordering.

$49

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Grab Their Attention
HolidaHolidaHolidaHolidaHoliday Gry Gry Gry Gry Graaaaab Bab Bab Bab Bab Baggggg
CaCaCaCaCatalog Special Only!talog Special Only!talog Special Only!talog Special Only!talog Special Only!

These Grab Bags will
have a value of  at least

$100.00!  Bags will
contain tricks, books or
DVDs or a combination

of  all three!

Get a Holiday Surprise
for friends or for

yourself!  These Grab
Bags will only be

available until
January 15, 2017.

Get yours for this bargain price...$25

Magic Kits From Some Of
Today’s Best Magicians!

Penn & Teller’s Magic Kit—teaches
you more than 200 easy-to-master tricks that will get
you started fooling your family, friends, strangers.
Comes with Instructional DVD.

Criss Angel Magic Kit—perfect for all skill
levels with over 400 magic tricks. Comes with
Instructional DVD.

Royal Magic Kit—Inside you'll find props and
instructions for over 100 incredible tricks, including a
set of Goshman-made sponge balls, a Penetration
Frame, Chain Escape, Magic Wand, Drawer Box, Rice
Bowls, Wonder Blocks and much, much more.  Comes
with Instructional DVD.

         $37.50 each

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
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premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:
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$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We’re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas •  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 •  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

UPDATED SHIPPING CHARGES:
Minimum Ship Charges:

$ 0.00 to  $  50.00 ....................... $7.50
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $12.50

Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00

Important Note: The above charges will apply
on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
dimensions and weights (including but not limited
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
phrase “minimum ship charge” is included in the
above tiers.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Qty Total
Item
 PriceDescription

Total

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas •  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 •  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

Mail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In Order Fder Fder Fder Fder Formormormormorm

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Important—PLEASE READ!

Purchased from any Stevens Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com (use Code: SME11517SME11517SME11517SME11517SME11517

Offer cannot be used in combination with any other promotion or
special.  Some items are non-discountable or listed as a special

price, these are not eligible for this coupon. Nor are Antiques!
Expires January15, 2017

Remember YOU must MENTION the coupon to use it! It is
NOT given automatically, and will not be applied retroactively!

Coupon Code: SME11517Coupon Code: SME11517Coupon Code: SME11517Coupon Code: SME11517Coupon Code: SME11517

Attention Our International Customers
Due to the very high postage rates for shipping overseas from the
United States.  Starting in January 2017, we will be limiting the actual number
of catalogs that we mail internationally to 2 a year—Summer  (July) and Winter
(December) catalogs.  The rest of the year, (six other issues), will be available
online in PDF format.  You will be notified that the new catalog is available through
our Stevens Magic Magic E-mail Flashes.  (You can now see, on our website
all of the catalogs sent this year!)

BY SPECIAL REQUEST
If you want us to send you a hardcopy catalog, please send your name and address
to the following e-mail address:  marciad@stevensmagic (Marcia Deitchler)
and she will make sure you get a catalog sent directly to you.  IF you do not
have a computer, or have difficulty with the internet, send us a letter
stating that you would still like to receive a hard copy catalog.  (Address
on this catalog) and Marcia will make sure that you still receive a catalog.

We appreciate your good business for all of these years and hope you
understand the rise in international shipping costs are getting to be
prohibitive!  Thank you for your understanding!

Joe Stevens

http://www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Ken Brooke Magic
Fogel’s

Second Spot
Five bags are given out. While the performer’s
back is turned, spectators deposit a personal
possession into their respective bags. They seal
and close the bags and mix them all up. A bag is
handed to the Mentalist and, not only does he
know who put the item into the bag, he also gives
a short personality reading on that person and
hands the item back to him.

Yes, these are pseudo
readings, but great fun.

Very mysterious as well. Plays well
onstage or parlor. Wonderful
audience participation. Comes
complete with all you need and NO
gimmicks!

$97.50

Romhany & Peron’s
Famous Faced

A terrific multiphase card effect, using Four Famous
Magicians (Cardini, David Copperfield, Doug Henning
and Harry Houdini).  This is a modern version of
the famous Ken Brooke Routine called Another
Bloomin’ Card Trick.

A multiphase routine where the cards turn face down
one at a time, then face up—the backs of all the cards
change color from red to black, then all the backs of
the cards change color and design.

This is the perfect trick to have on you if you need to
perform a trick for kids.  You can create a story around
some legends in magic as well as perform a very visual
trick using the cards.  It makes the perfect walk-around
effect and something you will carry in your pocket
and be ready to perform at any time. Stevens Magic
Special Price: Reg price $25, save $15.00!

$10

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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True Classics—Improved!
Senor Mardo

Egg Bag
It’s just a small bag, but a very strong effect. Choose
from the very best egg bags. The Senor Mardo
Egg Bag was used by Martin Lewis in his act.

Includes complete illustrated instructions and hand-
crafted egg bag.

“Nowadays it seems that the egg bag of choice is
the Malini Style. I offer my variation of the Senor

Mardo bag in my lecture as an
alternative. My reasons for preferring
this style bag are threefold. It is easier
to handle, the (you know what) is

invisible even upon direct inspection, and
far more effects are possible, as well as some

novel moves. I also prefer the brighter coloring.
Expert seamstress Gladys Lewis makes these bags and I believe them to be the
most practical and deceptive egg bag available.”  --Martin Lewis

$42.50

Mismade
$5.00 Bill

Why Not?  Take one of the
greatest effects in magic and
make it available in $5.00
version!  Keep in mind,
since we are using real
currency, there is no way to
get around the increased
cost, but for those of you
that appreciate variety—it’s available!

One of the best real, yet gaffed bills used in magic you can find! The magician
borrows a $5.00 bill and shows both sides. He then shows both hands empty.
(Except for the borrowed bill, of course!) The bill is folded in half and then in half
again.

With a magical gesture the bill is unfolded, and has transformed into a “mismade”
bill. The mismade bill is refolded and changed back to its original form and then
returned to the spectator. Also works well with any paper bill effect.  Add this to
your close-up routines and street performances—you won’t be disappointed.

$22.50

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Cards You’ve Been Waiting On
Lary Kuehn’s
Traveler’s

Zodiac Deck
In the 1970’s, the late Aldini released
a deck of cards using Zodiac signs as a
back and face motif. Those decks have
been unavailable for over 30 years. He
passed away in 1989. Larry Becker
came up with an insidious way to mark
the cards and turn them into readers in
1978. Lary Kuehn was fortunate
enough to own one of the original decks

and he marked the cards per Larry’s instructions. Lary used it continuously since
1981. However, all things wear out over time.

Traveler’s Zodiac Deck™ is now a reality. The cards and box are printed in the
USA on real playing card stock. There are three sets of the 12 Zodiac signs in the
box. Two sets are done in high registration color backs and one set is done with a
black and white back. The faces are the same in both versions. Why a B&W set?
Just in case you want to add a darker element to doing readings with these cards.
The instruction sheet is packaged in the custom box.

The backs are all marked in the same way so you don’t have to use two different
systems. The design also makes them one-way. Faces are numbered in the upper
right index. This was done to add another level of logical disconnect from a spectator
thinking of these as playing cards.  See website for reviews!

BONUS:  Stevens Magic will be sending a free eight-page bonus PDF.
  $30

Available Again!
Jumbo Comedy

Split Deck
Funny—Fabulous Comedy

Now you can do your favorite card trick for
the largest audience.  Available in highly
visible, jumbo-size!  Bicycle-backed cards only.
An excellent audience participation effect.
Laughs—Suspense—Entertaining—A
prediction—Easy to do!

Split deck with a kicker, “Oh, Dear,” selected
halves don’t match, but YOUR prediction does.  Highly entertaining!

“*I use this in every show!”  --Joe Stevens
  $47.50

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Modern Day Magic

Baffling Bill’s
Confetti To Sweets

A charming magic trick—glass filled with confetti instantly transforms into candy
sweets! This classic has stood the test of time and was featured by the likes of
Harry Keller. Baffling Bill hand-makes each unit to exacting proportions
guaranteeing smooth and flawless performance. Easy to do, perfect for close up
and cabaret. Includes everything you need for immediate performance—
reinforced bag, plastic glass, cover, gimmick, supply of loose confetti
and candy!  Great for children’s shows!

$25

Ring Flight Revolution
The Ring Flight Revolution is the first ring flight to lock in place once
retracted, allowing the spectator to remove the ring. It is designed by a
professional magician for professional use. It is smooth, silent and extremely durable.
Each is individually handcrafted to such high quality, that it comes with a 2-year
warranty.  The Ring Flight Revolution comes with a DVD explaining the
gimmick, how to perform it, how to maintain it and how to fix any problems you
may have with it. It also comes with a Lobster Clip, an S-Biner Clip and spare
abrasion resistant line.  This flip key comes with a selection of 13 different
kinds of logo. You get a choice of the following logos: Audi, Nissan,
Seat/Fiat, BMW, Hyundai, Chevrolet, Mazda, Opel, Honda, VW, Mercedes,
Toyota and Mitsubishi.  Just choose which one you want, peel off the sticker and
stick it on! How cool is that! One size pretty much fits all!

$180

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Very Cleverly Done!
Zenith Pen

New design features a feather-light Sharpie
for improved performance!  The principle
is ancient.  The prop is as modern as it gets.
A Sharpie marker laid on your palm slowly
RISES until it’s standing on end!  It stands
there, defying gravity for a moment, and
then slowly DESCENDS!

Based on a time tested and proven principle
dating back to the Indian Fakirs, Steve
Fearson has redesigned the Zenith Pencil
gimmick and integrated it into a Sharpie.
We’re so confident you will be impressed
with the new design, we will even show you
the gimmick before you buy.  Take a good
look at this picture...  EXACTLY.  The

gimmick is virtually invisible.  The Sharpie can be used as normal—you’ll almost
forget the gimmick is there.  But it is there—when you need it!

NO threads.  NO wires.  NO magnets.  NO moving parts.  NO lighting
restrictions.  Nothing to reset or replace.

These are just a few of the things that make Zenith one of the most practical
levitation/suspension effects you can perform.  The effect also lends itself to some
risque humor should you decide to go that route!  Use it as a lie detector or a hottie
detector.  With a little imagination, you can get a lot of mileage out of this nifty
prop.

$20
Ultimate Open

Prediction
Jumbo prediction is openly held.  Deck
may be examined.

Spectator shuffles the deck and deals the
cards!  They may stop at any time.
Selected card always matches.

Fail safe!  Easy To Do!  Fools
magicians!  No sleights!

Comes complete with everything you
need and ready to perform.

An “old gimmick” made a return.  Highly recommended!
$25

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Tom Burgoon Presents...
Snake Eyes

These Dice Can Bite You!
Snake Eyes will be one of the most fun and shocking
effects you will ever perform.  Always ready to go and
easy to do!  The perfect comedy effect for walk-around
or table to table
magic. Lots of
laughs!

If you want to get
the attention of
everyone in the

room, Snake Eyes is the effect for you!
$10

Baby Card
Witness The Mating Habits Of

Ordinary Credit Cards!
The fun begins after borrowing two ordinary credit
cards and placing them together—back to back.  Now,
watch the cards begin to heat up as they fall in love
and have a family right in the spectator’s hands.

If you’re tired of the old sponge bunny gag, this is the
effect you’ve
been looking
for!  Fits in

your wallet and is always ready to go!  Easy
to do and always gets a great reaction.

Another great comic effect for close-up
or walk-around.

$10
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Coins & More Coins

Scotch & Soda
Johnson’s Half Dollar and (replica) 20
Centavo coin are given to spectator to
hold behind his back. Magician asks for
the half dollar, which the spectator
successfully hands over. Next you ask for
the 20 Centavo coin. When the
spectator opens his hand, he finds that
Mexican Coin has changed into a
quarter! And he can examine both coins
to his heart's content. Again, the only
reason this is such a straight-forward
miracle is due to the precision machining
of the coins. Here's one you'll really use.
Complete with bang ring.  Easy to follow
routine included.

  $30

Chinatown Half
Johnson Products is proud to produce
this classic piece of magic using our
beautiful Chinese coins. The effect is so
straight forward that it defies detection.
Two coins only are used. The half dollar
is dropped into an envelope while the
Chinese coin is slowly and fairly placed
into your hand. Instantly they change
places. Since no sleights are used, there
is nothing for the skeptical spectator to
detect. Simple effects are always the best
and this is one of the very finest. Easy
to follow routine included. Also includes
a history of the Emperor Coin.

  $27.50

Johnson’s
Folding Half

One of the most talked
about effects in magic has
always been the Coin In
The Bottle. Many
magicians have built their
reputations on this trick...

  $15

Eddie
Gibson’s

Coin
Unique

You can look, but you won’t see the gaff!  Great for
close-up and tablehopping!  The performer shows two
coins, which are placed on the palm of his hand.  Now,
without closing the hand or covering the coins in any
way, suddenly one of the coins vanishes in front of
your spectators.  There is  no trace of the other coin!
This is one of the many possible routines!

  $55
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Magic Latex Brand New...
Instant Cookies

You receive a special packet of cookies
that looks identical to a real one.  You
will be able to perform very visual
productions that are easy to do.  You
may produce a packet of cookies from
a sheet of paper, a flash, paper bag,
silk or from nowhere!

The production is incredibly fast!  You
can replace the packaging whenever
you desire, because you will receive a
special gimmick made of “latex flash”,
our material that adapts to any
cylindrical package and that can be

used with other similar packages.  You can combine the appearance of the package
with the gimmicked cookies already available on the magic market.  In some routines,
you can produce a real cookie from the packet.  NOTE:  The cookies shown in the
video are not included.

This effect comes with everything you need to perform lots of different routines!
In less than five minutes, you will be able to enjoy your magical productions.  A
very commercial and fast effect which will surprise and impress your audience!

         $20

Latex
Orange XL

Amazing fake of a real big orange!  You’ll
need to get closer than 3 feet to realize that
it’s not the real thing!  It is bigger and harder
than our normal latex orange.  Very useful
to perform the routine, “Orange, Lemon,
Egg and Canary.”

NOTE:  Each of the products is
handcrafted.  The entire manufacturing
process is done by hand—from the initial
assembly of the molds to the finishing coat
of paint!  Therefore, colors can vary slightly.

Now, available in two sizes: XL and Regular—both are the same great
price!

   Excellent Quality!!       $20 each

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Magic Latex Best Sellers
Latex Canary With Legs

Latex canary (with legs) is basically the same performing
characteristics of the latex dove. The canary has intense
yellow color. And though it is small in size, it can be seen
and recognized from long distances. You can easily hide it
in one hand, with a "finger palm". Special for performances
with small apparition cages. You will receive a
CERTIFICATE of AUTHENTICITY.

$22.50

Latex Banana
Imitation of a real banana—8 inches in length.  Hand
painted in different shades—making it appear very real.
You can transform a yellow handkerchief to a banana or
vice versa. Imagine producing several bananas from
anywhere during your show, creating a hilarious and
original running gag, that generates many laughs.  A quality
item that should be present in every comedy act. You
will receive a CERTIFICATE of AUTHENTICITY.

$20
Latex Lemon

Real lemon or fake?  It has the exact texture and color.
You can turn a yellow handkerchief into a lemon, and in
reverse.  It has a small hole, which is easily hidden with a
fingertip.  This hole is necessary to avoid vacuum effect
and quickly recover the shape once crushed.  Easy to
handle, which allows you to execute techniques like the
ones used in sponge ball routines.   You will receive a
CERTIFICATE of AUTHENTICITY.

$20

Latex Apple
The finest looking latex apple you have ever seen. It’s so
good, you will have to fight yourself from wanting to bite
into it! It’s so good, that used as a production device, your
audience will be “none the wiser!”

And as far as production goes, the skies are the limit. You
can make the apple appear using flash paper, produce it
from inside a cook book or from any place you desire.
The product has a small hole, which is easily hidden with
a fingertip. The hole is necessary by design to avoid vacuum effects while at the
same time, quickly recover its shape after it has been crushed. The hole also serves
double duty as a place to hide silks, and then make them appear. This item, like all
Magic Latex products, is hand made with attention to detail.

$20
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Brand New—Luca Volpe
The Box Of  Dreams

Luca Volpe is back with a limited-release
book that many people in the mentalism
community havebeen waiting for. The
release of this book was somewhat
announced in the previous, now sold-out
book, The Psychic Show. From that
moment, hundreds of performers from all
around the world have been contacting Luca,
asking when and if this book was going to
be available.

The Box of Dreams is a full stage show
that can last up to 45 minutes (depending
on presentation style). It includes a wonderful
Q&A Act with a “dream/goal” theme. The
method is a technique that Luca has
developed over years of performances
worldwide, yet it is so easy and bold that
you will love it!  This is a show that Luca still
performs and is advertised on his website!
This is exactly why the book is limited
to only 180 people in the world.

In this book, you will also find the “one-on-one” version of The Box of Dreams
that Luca presents in his “intimate settings.” You will learn a wonderfully structured
experience that will make you stand apart from the masses. In fact, we think that
this act alone is easily worth more than the asking price—not for the “trick” itself—
but for the original structure of it.

But the value continues with The Box Of Dreams as it also includes other ideas
and routines using the “wishing stones” and much more!  The Box of Dreams
effect (from the audience perspective) is a complete stage act, using the exact
script that Luca uses.

Additional content includes thoughts on executing readings, how to use
pendulums, crystals and other applications.  Also included is a bonus routine for a
couple that will join the performer in the one-on-one performances. Additionally,
there are routines for stage and close-up using “The Wishing Stones,”—this
including also another bonus routine on how to use the wishing stones before a
Q&A act (Q&A Prelude). Andreas Sebring contributed to the book with a full
emotional routine and a reading system.

The book will come with a PDF certificate that will also guarantee you full
performance rights. In this book, you will also find some links to videos, audio and
files to download.

$145
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Just Released!
Birch The Master

Magician
The Story Of  McDonald &

Mabel Birch
By Thomas A. Ewing

Know your magical history!  Birch The
Master Magician: The Story of
McDonald and Mabel Birch is a
beautifully constructed 278-page, hard
copy book with dust jacket. It features color
throughout the entire book, with hundreds
of images and photographs that that
chronicles the life of magician McDonald
Birch, both visually and with narrative.

A quarter century after his death in 1992,
the story of McDonald Birch has been
written.  Working from extensive research
gathered by the late Charles McCall, Tom

Ewing now tells the story of Mac and Mabel Birth and their life of magic, triumphs
and great success.

Additional Data Credit Source: MagicPedia.
McDonald “Mac” Birch (1902-1992) was born George McDonald Birch and grew
up in McConnelsville, Ohio. Known as Mac to his friends, he began performing
on the Lyceum and Chautauqua circuits. He quickly gained a reputation for his
work, offering a full, unassisted 2-hour show. Later, his wife Mabel Sperry, a
xylophonist and marimba player, provided the musical interlude in his shows, as
well as working as his chief assistant. Two of his featured acts were the Vanishing
Pony and the Silk Mirage.

McDonald Birch was a contemporary of other master illusionists like Blackstone,
Thurston and the great Harry Houdini. In 1924, Howard Thurston made plans to
make Birch the successor to the Kellar-Thurston “Magic Mantle.” Thurston,
however, never got around to retiring. After over 50 years as a headliner, Birch
retired from performing in the 1960’s. The auditorium of the Opera House Theater
in Morgan County, Ohio was dedicated “Birch Hall” as tribute.

Awards he received:
•  The “Master Fellowship” Award from Academy Of Magical Arts (1980).
•  A Presidential Citation by IBM in 1990.
• “Honored Wizard” by the Cincinnati Academy Of Magic and Allied Sciences
     (CAMAS) in 1990.

$65
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Master Mentalist
Uri Geller’s

Uri Geller Trilogy
Signed Spoon & Box Set

Discover the unique, uncensored presentations
of the world's most well-known, investigated
and celebrated mentalist of our generation.
The Uri Geller Trilogy is an extraordinary
LIMITED EDITION signed DVD collection. For
the FIRST TIME ever, you will get answers
and revelations about his most personal and
closely held thoughts. Five hours of insight,
advice and incredible stories by one of the most
fascinating geniuses of the last 100 years. Uri
even gives advice on what to do if things go
wrong!  The Uri Geller Trilogy is an
unbelievable journey! Filled with mystery and
controversy to get a deeper insight into Uri's
unique mind-bending abilities.  BONUS—A

special gift for those who act fast enough to purchase this very limited edition of
DVDs—you will receive a special spoon, personally bent and signed by Uri Geller,
along with another original autograph on the DVD cover.

In this exclusive trilogy, you will find:

DVD 1—Uri Geller’s exclusive lecture exposing his most secret, private and inner
thoughts.

DVD 2—The very private interview between Uri and his dear friend, the magic
super star Franz Harary.

DVD 3—Uri Geller’s biography; the REAL, uncensored story of his life. Forget
what you thought you knew about this legend… This biography is raw, intense
and unfiltered!

“You know, I like Uri Geller. He is a good guy. I think he made many things
(happen) with his abilities. I think some of the things he shows are illusion. But
I cannot claim for sure, that this applies to everything.” --David Copperfield
(from a German TV interview)

“Uri Geller might be one of the great magicians of our century, good for him…
You know I’ve often thought that aside from government workers, magicians
are the worst secret keepers on the planet. Well good for Uri Geller, he hasn’t
told anything yet. I have great respect for him.” --Eugene Burger

DVDs & Bonus...$90

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/uri-geller-trilogy-signed-spoon-box-set-by-uri-geller-and-masters-of-magic-dvd/
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Nick Lewin Presents...
Ultimate Electric Chair

And Paper Balls Over Head
Nick Lewin is one degree from Ken Brooke. He
enjoyed six hours of instruction directly from Ken
on the Electric Chair and Paper Balls Over Head.

This is one of the most commercial and laugh-
filled routines in the business. It was the
centerpiece of Nick’s professional show for many
years. He is now passing on the full details of
this classic routine for the first time! Every detail
of Ken’s original routine—plus the many
changes, improvements and additions Nick
developed, are taught in detail. This
performance was one of the keystones of Nick’s
career as a corporate magician. Thirty-six years
later, it is still great and timeless entertainment!

Working pros, or anyone who wants to be a commercial working pro, should
have this routine in their repertoire. The meticulous attention to detail in this
release, make it the ultimate master class in performing this legendary routine.
Once you know the true secrets, many of which are being revealed for the very
first time, you will quickly be able to add this reputation-making feature effect to
your show.

The DVD is your personal Master Class. This DVD is NOT CHEAP because you
are paying for a time-tested, professional routine. Look at what you are saving by
NOT buying an electric chair. Just 13 paper napkins are all you need and
any empty chair. All the details are included, and there are two hours’ worth
plus bonus material.

Features:
•  No special chair is needed—choose one at the gig!
•  Full script—dialogue and patter supplied.
•  The ultimate pack small and play big routine.
•  A reputation making routine that is perfect for any comedy performer.
•  Ideal for cabaret, corporate or theatre performance.
•  Every detail is covered in this comprehensive two hour plus DVD.
•  Comes with 13 paper napkins to get your started!

BONUS MATERIAL: PDF/CD with script, valuable additional information, Ken
Brooke’s notes to 16 year old Nicky, photographs, Nick’s improvements and
more.

DVD & Napkins...$99

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/electric-chair-nick-lewin/
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Worth The Wait!
Bill Perron’s
Basic Palm

Reading For Fun & Profit
The ancient science of Palmistry from Master
Palmist, Bill Perron.  Bill has been reading palms
for over 30 years.  This DVD is entertaining,
amusing and easy to learn!  Excellent for
private events!  Fun for the participants!

Aristotle wrote a treatise on Palmistry for his
student, Alexander, that is still in print today.
Hypocrites could correctly diagnose over 100
illnesses by looking at a person’s palm.  Ancient
physicians in China and India have a written

history using palmistry for centuries.  The lines on the hand can and do change!

Bill Perron has the finest instructional DVD on this art.   Since mentalism is more
popular than ever, just think how doing Palm Readings would do for your booking
abilities.  People always love to hear what the lines in their hands describe and
how they can change their personality as life goes on.  Learn what Bill teaches—
it will “open your eyes” to a great new revenue for you as a performer.  Bill keeps
it simple to learn—you just need practice in doing it to be able to deliver an honest
evaluation of people’s dreams.  Worth every penny!

“I cannot tell you impressed I was with viewing Bill’s DVD!” --Joe Stevens
$25

Vernet Magic Presents...
Thumbtipedia

The Thumb Tip is the most powerful gimmick you
can carry in your pocket.  In 1970, Vernet
revolutionized the magic world with the release of the
famous thumb tip!

Finally, Vernet is releasing a DVD with more
than 30 unique and fantastic routines!  With
this DVD, you’ll be able to release all the potential this
extraordinary gimmick has!

These routines are truly professional, extremely
practical and with really clever methods.  You’ll find a
wide range of routines ideal for close-up, parlor, bar magic and even stage!  You’ll
be amazed by all the different applications that this weapon can have for every
possible situation.  BONUS: A regular-sized thumb tip is included!

DVD & Gimmick...$25

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/thumbtipedia-dvd-and-gimmick-by-vernet/
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